Tecomet’s Hip Retractors are designed for use in various surgical exposures to the hip, including minimally invasive approaches.

Typical Hohmann-type blade ends are combined with unique handle shapes for improved visualization and easy wound access. Each retractor thickness is optimized for ease of placement, visualization and stability.

**Hip Retractor Complete System #: 30-034-000**

- Hip Retractor, Pointed Tip, 25mm Blade Part #: 13-023-000
- Hip Retractor, Blunt Tip Part #: 13-024-000
- Offset Retractor, 32mm Blade Part #: 13-025-000
- Long Hohmann Part #: 13-026-000
- Long Hohmann, Curved, Short Blade Part #: 13-027-000
- Long Hohmann, Curved, Long Blade Part #: 13-028-000
- Long Hohmann, Narrow Part #: 13-029-000
- Small Hohmann Part #: 13-030-000
- Femoral Elevator Part #: 13-031-000
- Hybrid Case Part #: 25-028-000
The Tecomet Charnley Retractor is designed for assistant-free retraction during minimally invasive hip and spine surgery. Versatile and self-retaining, this retractor provides improved visualization of the surgical field.

The familiar attachment mechanism promotes quick and easy attachment and repositioning of blades. The Charnley Retractor features 33 different blade positions (270 degrees) for maximum flexibility.

Standard, customer and procedure specific blades available.

**Charnley Retractor Complete Set #: 30-038-000**
- Standard Charnley Retractor Frame Part #: 13-045-008
- Standard Charnley Retractor Blade (qty: 2) Part #: 13-045-001
- Large Standard Charnley Retractor Blade (qty: 2) Part #: 13-045-002
- Small Serrated Charnley Rake Retractor Blade (qty: 2) Part #: 13-045-003
- Threaded Locking Screw Part (qty: 6) #: 13-045-004

Optional Small Charnley Frame Part #: 13-045-000